1
2/3 where 1 T -~ > and the ratios a : /3 : y :
determined by the equations u u o r= v282, u® (2 ay + 2 a / 3 + /32) = v2(y2 -f-2yS+2/38), y2-f-2/3y~b 2 aS + 2/38=v2^3(2 a y + 2 /3y+ 2a8+ /33), 83-f-2y8= v2u 10 ( 2 -f-2 a/3); or, what is the same thing, w riting a -1, the first equation may be replaced by yl 8 --, and then, a, 8 having these values, the last three equations determine /3, y and the modular equation. If instead of /3 we introduce M, by means of the relation ^= 1 + 2/3, th at is 2/3= --1, then the last equation gives 2y=?*3t>3 ( --and a, /3, y, 8 having these values, we have the residual two equations w6(2ay-|-2a/3-f-/32) = v3(y2+ 2y 8 + 2/38), y2 -f-2 /3y -{-2 aS+ /38 = v \d (2ay -f-2 /3y+ 2a8+ /32), viz., each of these is a quadric equation in ^; hence eliminating -, we have the modular equation; and also (linearly) the value of -, and thence the values of
Before going further it is proper to remark th at, w riting as above a = l , then if S= fiy, we have 1 -
and the equation of transformation becomes
viz., this belongs to the cubic transformation. The value of fi in the cubic transformation was taken to be fi= -, b u t for the present purpose it is necessary to pay attention to an om itted double sign, and write this being so, S-fiy, and giving to y the value S will have its foregoing value = -. And from the theory of the cubic equation, according as fi=-or = --, the modular equation m ust be
W e thus see a priori, and it is easy to verify th a t the equations of the septic transformation are satisfied by the values and it hence follows th a t in obtaining the modular equation for the septic trans formation, we shall m eet w ith th e factors u4--W riting for shortness u v = 0 , these factors are u4-v4± 2 9 ( l -62 ), the facto is -©, where (h ) = 80-2802+ 5 6 0 3-7O04-l-5Gd5 -280G + 8 0 7
[viz., the equation (1-w8) ( l -v8) -( luv)8 0 is equation as obtained by the elimination from the two quadric equations in fact presents itself in the form
Proceeding to the investigation, we substitute the values
in the residual two equations, which thus become and the result of the elimination therefore is
W rite as before uv= 0. In forming the expressions ca' -c'a, &c., to avoid fractions we m ust in the first instance introduce th e factor v2, thus Supposing th a t this has a factor u8-© + y8, the form is 
